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Summary

Patients with multiple myeloma (MM) have a suboptimal antibody response follow-

ing vaccination against severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2) and lower seroconversion rates following coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID-19) compared with healthy individuals. In this context, we evaluated the

development of neutralising antibodies (NAbs) against SARS-CoV-2 in non-

vaccinated patients with MM and COVID-19 compared with patients after vaccina-

tion with two doses of the BNT162b2 vaccine. Serum was collected either four

weeks post confirmed diagnosis or four weeks post a second dose of BNT162b2.

NAbs were measured with a Food and Drug Administration-approved enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay methodology. Thirty-five patients with COVID-19 and

MM along with 35 matched patients were included. The two groups did not differ

in age, sex, body mass index, prior lines of therapy, disease status, lymphocyte

count, immunoglobulin levels and comorbidities. Patients with MM and COVID-19

showed a superior humoral response compared with vaccinated patients with MM.

The median (interquartile range) NAb titre was 87�6% (71�6–94%) and 58�7%
(21�4–91�8%) for COVID-19-positive and vaccinated patients, respectively

(P = 0�01).Importantly, there was no difference in NAb production between

COVID-19-positive and vaccinated patients who did not receive any treatment (me-

dian NAb 85�1% vs 91�7%, P = 0�14). In conclusion, our data indicate that vacci-

nated patients with MM on treatment without prior COVID-19 should be

considered for booster vaccine doses.

Keywords: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2, coronavirus

disease 2019, multiple myeloma, antibodies, humoral immunity.

Introduction

The novel coronavirus severe acute respiratory syndrome coron-

avirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has led to a worldwide pandemic and

has become a major global health concern and, therefore, the

development of effective and safe vaccines and novel therapeutic

agents is a global priority.1 Patients with multiple myeloma

(MM) are at increased risk of infections due to their immuno-

compromised state, older age and comorbidities.2,3 Coronavirus

disease 2019 (COVID-19) causes moderate to severe acute respi-

ratory dysfunction in 77% of MM patients and leads to a critical

condition in approximately 8% of them.3–5 Among hospitalised

patients with COVID-19 and haematological cancers, the risk of

death has been estimated to be approximately 39%.6 Further-

more, lower seroconversion rates following COVID-19 have

been reported among patients with solid and haematological

malignancies compared with convalescent individuals without

cancer.7–10 Herein, we evaluated the development of neutralising

antibodies (NAbs) against SARS-CoV-2 in non-vaccinated MM

patients who were diagnosed with COVID-19 compared with

patients after vaccination with two doses of the mRNA

BNT162b2.
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Methods

The analysis was performed in the context of an ongoing

large prospective study (NCT04743388) evaluating the kinet-

ics of anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies after COVID-19 vaccina-

tion. We evaluated MM patients diagnosed with COVID-19

confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) matched for

age, gender, line of treatment, type of myeloma, type of

treatment and response with vaccinated myeloma patients

during the same time period (January–May 2021). Major

exclusion criteria for both COVID-19 group and vaccine

control group included: (i) autoimmune disorder under

immunosuppressive therapy or other active malignant dis-

ease; (ii) HIV or active hepatitis B and C infection; (iii) end-

stage renal disease; and (iv) prior diagnosis of COVID-19 for

the vaccine group. Serum was collected in the COVID-19

group four weeks post confirmed diagnosis and in the vac-

cine group on day 50 (four weeks) post second dose of

BNT162b2. NAbs against SARS-CoV-2 were measured using

a FDA-approved enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

methodology (cPassTM SARS-CoV-2 NAbs Detection Kit;

GenScript, Piscataway, NJ, USA). This method enables the

indirect detection of potential SARS-CoV-2 NAbs in blood.

The percentage (%) of antibody-mediated inhibition of

SARS-CoV-2 receptor-binding domain (RBD) binding to the

human host receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme type 2

is estimated and reported.

Results and discussion

We evaluated 35 patients with COVID-19 and MM (six

smouldering MM and 29 symptomatic MM), along with 35

matched fully vaccinated patients.

Among the COVID-19 patients 13 were diagnosed with

mild, 12 with moderate and 10 with severe disease.22/35

patients were hospitalised and 10/35 were intubated. Seven

(20%) patients died due to COVID-19. During the disease

course 21 patients (60%) were treated with dexamethasone.

Type of treatment was not different between COVID-19-

positive and vaccinated MM patients. Between the two patient

groups, there was no difference in terms of age [median (in-

terquartile range (IQR) 65 (59) for COVID-19-positive versus

66 (74) for COVID-19 vaccinated, respectively, P = 0�76], gen-
der [males: 19/35 (54�3%) vs 16/35 (45�7%), respectively,

P = 0�47], body mass index (median 27 vs 26 kg/m2, respec-

tively, P = 0�56) asymptomatic disease [6/35 (18�2%) in both

groups, P = 1], prior lines of treatment [range: 1–7 vs 1–6,
respectively, P = 0�99], and type of treatment (P = 0�87).
Among the COVID-19-positive patients, six (20�7%) patients

were in stringent complete response/complete response (SCR/

CR), six (20�7%) patients in very good partial response

(VGPR), 12 (41�4%) patients in partial response (PR), two

(6�9%) in minor response/stable disease (MR/SD) and one

(3�5%) in progressive disease (PD). Among the vaccinated

patients, 10 (34�5%) patients were in SCR/CR, 4 (13�8%)

patients in VGPR, 11 (37�9%) patient in PR, 1(3�5%) patient

in MR/SD and 1 (3�5%) patient in PD (P value = 0�93 for the

comparison between COVID-19-positive and vaccinated

patients). Also, no differences between COVID-19-positive

and vaccinated patients were noted in the median lymphocyte

count (1 200 vs 1 400/ll, respectively, P = 0�08) and in the

median immunoglobulin values (immunoglobulin G 732 vs

747 mg/dl, respectively, P = 0�29; immunoglobulin A 90 vs

61 mg/dl, respectively, P = 0�7; immunoglobulin M 26 vs

25 mg/dl, respectively, P = 0�97). The incidence of comorbidi-

ties was also similar between the two groups (cardiovascular

diseases 55�2% vs 44�8%, respectively, P = 0�47; diabetes melli-

tus 66�7% vs 33�3%, P = 0�28; chronic pulmonary disease

50% each, P = 1�0).
Most importantly, patients with MM and COVID-19 showed

a superior humoral response compared with vaccinated patients

with MM. The median (IQR) NAb titre was 87�6% (71�6–94%)

and 58�7% (21�4–91�8%) for COVID-19-positive and vacci-

nated patients respectively (P = 0�001; Fig 1). Furthermore, we

matched the patients 1:1 and compared the two groups. The

mean difference in NAb titre was 21�7% � 41�8% higher in the

COVID-19 group (P = 0�007). The pre-vaccination median

NAb level in the cohort of vaccinated patients was 13% (IQR

7�4–24�5%). In both groups, 27 out of 35 patients were receiving

active treatment for MM at the time of NAb evaluation. Among

those on active anti-myeloma treatment, the median (IQR)

NAb titre was 88% (71�6–96�3%) for COVID-19-positive

patients and 35�4% (17�5–85�5%) for vaccinated MM patients

(P = 0�001). However, there was no difference in NAb produc-

tion between COVID-19-positive and vaccinated patients who

did not receive any treatment (median NAb 85�1% vs 91�7%,

P = 0�14). A significant difference in median NAb titre between

patients on active treatment compared with those off treatment

was noted only among vaccinated patients [35�4% (IQR 17�5–
85�5%) vs 91�7% (IQR 75�9–95%), respectively, P = 0�005]. No
difference was noted among patients with previous COVID-19

[median (IQR) 88% (71�6-96�3%) vs 85�1% (65�1–89�3%),

respectively, P = 0.7]. These findings should be interpreted with

caution due to the small patient number in each subgroup.

Interestingly, no significant differences in NAb production

were noted among COVID-19-positive patients according to

disease severity (P = 0�35) or administration of dexametha-

sone during the COVID-19 disease course (P = 0�052). Fur-
thermore, no specific anti-myeloma treatment was associated

with an inferior humoral response both among COVID-19-

positive (P = 0�44) and vaccinated patients (P = 0�16). How-

ever, these results should be interpreted with caution due to

small patient numbers in the subgroups.

To our knowledge this is the first report to compare the

NAbs-mediated humoral response in patients with MM after

two doses of vaccination with the BNT162b2 vaccine and

non-vaccinated patients who were diagnosed with COVID-

19. The humoral response to natural infection generates

higher levels of NAbs than vaccination against SARS-CoV-2.

The more robust NAb production might be associated with
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the exposure of the immune system to several antigenic

determinants during infection instead of the selected epitopes

of each vaccine. Furthermore, differences in the inflamma-

tory context and the anatomic sites of immune response

induction may have an impact on NAb production.11

Another point to consider is that immunocompromised

patients, including those with MM, may present high viral

loads and delayed viral clearance. Therefore, antibody expan-

sion and epitope spreading is prolonged, which may result in

enhanced humoral response.11,12

The underlying causes for suboptimal humoral response

to vaccination in patients with plasma cell dyscrasias post

vaccination are multifactorial and it seems that both disease-

related immune dysregulation and therapy-related immuno-

suppression are involved.13 Active treatment may impair

immune response to vaccines, whereas both myeloma

microenvironment and anti-myeloma treatment may impair

T-cell function, as well.14–16 Patients with MM often show

suboptimal seroconversion rates after a single-dose vaccine

against bacteria and viruses and, therefore, booster doses are

needed to assure adequate protection, such as the case with

the seasonal flu vaccine.16,17 We should also take into consid-

eration that the production of NAb titres at a level of ≥50%
on D22 after the first BNT162b2 dose has been low even

among healthy individuals aged 65–85 years.18 To the con-

trary, higher antibody titres after a single dose of mRNA-

based vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 have been detected in

individuals who have recovered from COVID-19.19

Importantly, our data show that the actual infection can

stimulate the immune response and patients with MM and

COVID-19 present a superior NAb response against SARS-

CoV-2 compared with fully vaccinated patients with two

doses of BNT162b2. This finding is more pronounced among

patients receiving active treatment for MM. In this context, a

multicentre study in Israel showed that the majority of the

individuals with breakthrough infections despite vaccination

with BNT162b2 had comorbidities including cancer, that

may result in inferior humoral response.14 The main limita-

tions of our study include the relevant limited number of

patients enrolled, the short follow-up period and the absence

of data on T-cell-induced response, which is currently under

investigation. Furthermore, NAb evaluation at later time-

points could investigate the kinetics of NAb production

among patients with previous COVID-19 compared with

vaccinated patients with MM. The observed differences in

NAb production might be attributed to different NAb kinet-

ics between the two patient groups and a putative delayed

humoral response in immunocompromised patients.

In conclusion, our data suggest that patients with MM

under treatment may present a superior humoral response

against SARS-CoV-2 following recovery from COVID-19

compared with vaccination against SARS-CoV-2. A further

analysis including a larger number of patients could enable

the characterisation of specific patient and disease character-

istics that may have an impact on antibody production fol-

lowing exposure to SARS-CoV-2 or its cellular components.
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